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Introduction

We present a numerical scheme for the efficient simu-
lation of flow-induced noise. In the hybrid approach,
turbulent flow fields computed with Large Eddy Simu-
lation (LES) or Scale Adaptive Simulation (SAS) turbu-
lence methods are used to evaluate the acoustic sources.
For the computation of the radiated sound field we solve
Lighthill’s acoustic analogy by means of the Finite Ele-
ment Method (FEM). Figure 1 depicts the general hybrid
approach used for the computation where Ω1 and Ω2 en-
compass the acoustic propagation region. In the coupled
region Ω1, corresponding to the fluid domain, different
discretizations are used on both sides of the computation
and interpolation of the data is performed employing a
conservative scheme. Acoustic sources are computed by
means of the FE method from the velocity components
directly on the fine fluid mesh. The resulting scalar val-
ues are interpolated as acoustic nodal loads to the acous-
tic grid. The acoustic propagation can be solved both
in time and in frequency domain. In the latter analy-
sis, the Perfectly Matched Layer (PML) method is em-
ployed, which efficiently reduces reflections on the acous-
tic boundary. Finally, the implementation is validated
and numerical examples are presented of the sound gen-
erated by turbulent flows around cylinders with different
geometric configurations. Besides the numerical inves-
tigations, measurements for the same configurations are
carried out in an aeroacoustic wind tunnel located at our
department.

Figure 1: Set-up for the flow-induced noise computation

Theoretical Approach

We perform a volume discretization of Lighthill’s equa-
tion [2] by applying the Finite Element Method. There-
with, the interactions of any solid/elastic body with the
turbulent flow field will be implicitly taken into account
by the variational formulation of the PDE. The govern-
ing equation for our aeroacoustic problem is given by the

original Lighthill’s inhomogeneous wave equation which
reads
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with ρ′ representing the acoustic density fluctuation and
Tij the components of the Lighthill tensor [T ] approxi-
mated as Tij ≈ ρuivj .

Numerical Investigation

Initially, the implementation is validated employing the
analytical solution for the acoustic field induced by a co-
rotating vortex pair and comparing it with the numerical
results computed following the hybrid approach. Figure
2 compares the decay of the acoustic pressure along the
positive x-axis between the numerical and analytical val-
ues. A good agreement is found between the numerical
and analytical values, with only slighthly lower ampli-
tudes in the former case which are mainly due to the
discrete evaluation of the acoustic sources.
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Figure 2: Decay of the acoustic pressure values along the

x-axis

Additionally, a 2D computation of the flow-induced noise
generated by a square cylinder has been computed, in
both transient and frequency domains, in order to eval-
uate the performance of the PML and the sensitivity of
the conservative interpolation of the quantities. Acoustic
sources in this case have been obtained from a simplified
3D LES fluid computation with Re = 13000. Directivity
plots from the transient and harmonic analyses at a ra-
dius r = 1 m away from the cylinder are compared in Fig.
3. Only small numerical differences are present, mainly
due to the evaluation of the amplitudes from the transient
pressure signals and due to slight differences in the grids
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used in the transient and harmonic computations. The
use of PML in the harmonic computation provides very
good absorption, allowing the use of a small numerical
domain, which in all directions encompassess just a frac-
tion of the acoustic wave length for the main frequency
component (about λ/3 where for f = 65Hz, λ = 5.27m).
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Figure 3: Comparison of directivity patterns at r = 1.0 m

In the 3D case, numerical results are presented for the
flow-induced noise from wall-mounted cylinders with dif-
ferent geometry profiles as shown in Fig. 4, both cases
resulting in a Reynolds number around 13000 based on
the crossflow side length of L = 20mm. For the evalua-
tion of the acoustic sources CFD results from SAS com-
putations carried out with ANSYS-CFX have been used.
These configurations have also been investigated exper-
imentally in the anechoic chamber at our department.

Figure 4: Profiles of wall-mounted cylinder geometries

Isosurfaces plots for the square cylinder and the cylin-
der with elliptic profile are presented in Figures 5 and 6,
respectively (dots depict PML). Significantly higher am-
plitudes are present in the results for the elliptic profile.

Figure 5: Isosurface of acoustic pressure for wall-mounted

square cylinder at f = 55 Hz, clipped at yz-plane

Directivity plots of the SPL levels at a radius r = 1 m
away from the wall mounted cylinders are presented in
Fig. 7. A good qualitative and quantitative agreement

Figure 6: Isosurface of acoustic pressure for wall-mounted

square cylinder with elliptic profile at f = 39Hz, clipped at

yz-plane

in frequencies and amplitudes is found with experiments
for the same inflow velocity v = 10m/s presented in [1].
The SPL difference between both cases at 0◦ on the yz-
plane accounts for 16dB in the experiments and 14dB in
the numerical computations.

Figure 7: Directivity patterns for two cylinder profiles at

radius r = 1.0 m on the crossflow YZ-plane

Conclusions

A FEM formulation for the hybrid computation of flow-
induced noise has been presented. The numerical imple-
mentation is validated against the analytical solution of
the flow-induced noise by two co-rotating vortices. A two
dimensional test case computed in time and frequency
domain is used to demonstrate the good performance
of the PML and the robustness of the acoustic results
regarding the conservative interpolation of the quanti-
ties. Additionally, three-dimensional simulations of the
noise generated by wall-mounted cylinders have shown a
good qualitative and quantitative agreement in compar-
ison with experiments for the same inflow velocity.
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